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The nature of dark matter
Observational evidence
indicates:

•
•
•

non-baryonic
neutral
virtually collisionless

Credit: NASA / WMAP Science Team

Additional assumptions for this talk:

•
•
•
•
J. Siegal-Gaskins

dark matter is a weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP)
GeV - TeV mass scale
can pair annihilate or decay to produce standard model particles
accounts for the measured dark matter density
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The dark matter distribution

Credit: Springel et al. (Virgo Consortium)
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Indirect dark matter signals
•

annihilation or decay of dark
matter can produce a variety of
potentially detectable Standard
Model particles

•

spectrum of annihilation (or decay)
products encodes info about
intrinsic particle properties

•

variation in the intensity of the
signal along different lines of sight is
determined exclusively by the
distribution of dark matter
Credit: Sky & Telescope / Gregg Dinderman
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Indirect dark matter signals
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nsistent with the observed spectrum) appears to be
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Dark matter photon spectra

•
•

soft channels produce a
continuum gamma-ray
spectrum primarily from
decay of neutral pions
internal bremsstrahlung
radiation from charged
lepton final states (much
harder)
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The Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT)
•

pair-production
detector: detects
charged particles as well
as gamma rays

•

excellent charged
particle event
identification and
background rejection

•
•

20 MeV to > 300 GeV

•

uniform sky exposure of
~ 30 mins every 3 hrs

angular resolution ~ 0.1
deg above 10 GeV

Credit: NASA/General Dynamics

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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The Fermi LAT gamma-ray sky
3-year all-sky map
E > 1 GeV

Image Credit: NASA/DOE/International LAT Team

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Fermi LAT dark matter search targets
The Milky Way
halo

The inner galaxy

Unassociated sources
(subhalos?)

Galaxy
clusters

Dwarf
galaxies

The Sun
Cosmic-ray
electrons and
positrons
J. Siegal-Gaskins

Spectral
lines
-14
-9
-12
-7
Log10( Intensity / K [1030 cm-2 s-1 sr-1] )

Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation

Anisotropies

The isotropic gamma-ray
background
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Dark matter in the inner galaxy

Galactic Center Region
106

104

Moore

NFW
10
Large DM
annihilation/decay
signal from GC!
4

⇧r in pc GeV cm3

steep inner density profiles predicted by
CDM imply large annihilation (and decay)
signals
the GC
Steep
DMfrom
profiles
predicted by CDM

102

⌅ Galactic Ridge

radio GC

innerDM
galaxy
a complex
region
of the sky:
a potential
signal
from this
complex
region of the1 sky:Einasto, ⇤ ⇥ 0.17

⌅ Galactic Center

understanding
the conventional
substantial
sources ofofbackgrounds
make theastrophysical background is crucial to extract
•Good
IR GC

2

4

Earth ⌃

manyenergetic
energetic
sources near to or in the line of sight of the GC
‣• source
sourceconfusion:
confusion: many
sources
isoT
10
near to or in the line of sight of the GC
‣ diffuse emission modeling: large uncertainties10 due to the overlap of structures
1
the line
of sight,
difficult
to model
10
10
10
10
10
unresolved
source
populations:
may
• along
Bertone et al. 2009
r in pc
10

6

6

provide an important contribution to the
gamma-ray emission from the inner galaxy

•

4

2

2

4

102
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•
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Figure 1: Shape of DM density (left) and magnetic field (
as a function of the galactocentric coordinate r.

diffuse emission modeling: large
uncertainties due to the overlap of
structures along the line of sight, difficult to
model
be compared with observational data, in order to rule out
good understanding of the conventionalparticle physics parameters that violate observational cons

astrophysical background is crucial to extract The
a aim of this paper is to compare the regions sugge
potential DM signal!
data in the plane of annihilation cross section and DM m
see also: Hooper & Goodenough, Phys. Lett. B 697
(2011) 412-428; Abazajian JCAP 1103 (2011) 010
J. Siegal-Gaskins

photon observations. We perform the analysis for arbitrary
primary annihilation modes. We take into account di⇧eren
unknown ingredients: the galactic DM density profiles a
8
APS “April” Meeting,
Atlanta, April
2012 discuss bounds from gamma-ray observation
section
2 2,we

Gamma-ray Sky

Modeling the inner galaxy

data

=

sources

+

galactic diffuse

+
+

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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dark matter??
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Fermi’s view of the inner galaxy
15° x 15° region
Fermi LAT preliminary results with 32 months of data, E>1 GeV (P7CLEAN_V6, FRONT):

DATA

DATA - MODEL (diffuse)

Galactic diffuse emission model = all-sky GALPROP model tuned to the inner galaxy

bright excesses after subtracting diffuse emission model are
consistent with known sources
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Fermi’s view of the inner galaxy
15° x 15° region
Fermi LAT preliminary results with 32 months of data, E>1 GeV (P7CLEAN_V6, FRONT):

DATA

DATA - MODEL (diffuse+sources)

diffuse emission model and point sources account for most of the
emission observed in the region
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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The expected counts from DM, (nDM) are compared with the observed counts
(ndata) and the upper limits at 3(5) sigmas is set from the requirement:
nDM - 3(5) √nDM testing
> ndata,the LAT diffuse data for a contribution from a
in at least one energy bin.
Milky Way DM annihilation/decay signal

Constraints from the Milky Way halo
»b» < 15°, »b» > 5°, »l» < 80°

DM annihilation signal
p0
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PRELIMINARY

E 2F @MeV cm-1s -1sr-1D

0.005

0.005

cc ô bb
m c = 250 GeV

ICS

<sv> = 4 10-25cm3s-1

0.001
5 ¥ 10-4
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DM
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DM

0.1

•
•

0.5 1.0

5.0 10.0
50.0 100.0
E @GeVD
»b» < 15°, »b» > 5°, »l» < 80°

0.5 1.0

preliminary

5.0 10.0
E GeV⇥

50.0 100.0

data set: 24 months, p7 clean event selection (front+back)
inp0the 1-100 GeV energy range
0.005
+ cc ô m m

ROI: 5° <|b|<15° and |l|<80°, chosen to:

•
•

E 2F @MeV cm-1s -1sr-1D

0.1

J. Siegal-Gaskins

4

m c = 250 GeV

ICS

<sv> = 4 10-25cm3s-1

0.001

-4
¥ 10the
minimize DM profile uncertainty (highest5 in
Galactic Center region)

DM ICS
limit astrophysical uncertainty by masking1 ¥out
10-4the Galactic plane and cutting-out highlatitude emission from the Fermi lobes and
Loop I
5 ¥ 10-5
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012

DM FSR
see also: Malyshev,
Bovy, & Cholis, PRD 84
(2011) 023013
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Halo analysis: method 1
Conservative ‘no-background’ limits:

•

these limits do not involve any modeling of the astrophysical
background, and are robust to that class of uncertainties (i.e.
they are conservative)

•

the expected counts from DM, (nDM) are compared with the
observed counts (ndata) and the upper limits at 3(5) sigmas is
set from the requirement:
nDM - 3(5) √nDM > ndata
in at least one energy bin

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Assembling t
DM limits
with simultan
Assembling
t

Halo analysis: method
2) For2each galprop (+DM) m

Assembling
t
diffuse emission and fit them

Primary Electron IC

Primary Electron IC

DM limits with simultaneous modeling of
astrophysical signal:

•

uncertainties from diffusion models and gas maps
taken into account by scanning over a grid of
GALPROP models

•

for each GALPROP (+DM) model, maps of different
components of diffuse emission are generated and
fit to the Fermi LAT data, incorporating both
morphology and spectra

•
•
J. Siegal-Gaskins

the distribution of CR sources is highly uncertain, so
is left free to vary in radial Galactic bins. To get
more conservative DM constraints, the distribution is
set to zero in the inner 3 kpc
the profile likelihood method is used to combine all
the models in the grid, and to derive the DM limits
marginalized over the astrophysical uncertainties
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012

both morphology

Primary &
Electron
Secondary
Nuclei IC
IC
Secondary & Nuclei IC

π decay

Secondary
IC
Bremss
0 & Nuclei
Bremss

PionBremss
Decay
bremss
Assembling
Pion Decay

IC

t

PionMatter
Decay
Primary Dark
Electron
IC

Dark Matter

dark matter

Dark
Matter
Source
Residuals
Secondary
& Nuclei
IC
Source
Residuals

isotropic

Source
Residuals
Isotropic:
Bremss
Isotropic:
EGB,
Instumental
EGB,
Instumental
Brandon
Anderson
Brandon
Anderson(UCSC)
(UCSC)

PRELIMINARY
Isotropic:
Pion Decay
EGB, Instumental
Brandon Anderson (UCSC)
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Constraints from the halo: bb channel
Annihilation

Decay

PRELIMINARY

J. Siegal-Gaskins

•
•

blue = “no-background limits”

•

limits with NFW density profile (not shown) are only slightly stronger

PRELIMINARY

black = limits obtained by marginalization over the CR source distribution, diffusive
halo height and electron injection index, gas to dust ratio, and in which CR sources are
held to zero in the inner 3 kpc

APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Constraints from the halo: μμ channel
Annihilation

Decay

PRELIMINARY

J. Siegal-Gaskins

PRELIMINARY

•

blue = only photons produced by muons (no electrons) to set “no-background limits”, i.e.,
only including Final State Radiation (FSR)

•
•
•

violet = “no-background limits” including FSR + Inverse Compton (IC) from dark matter
black: limits from profile likelihood and CR sources set to zero in the inner 3 kpc
DM interpretation of PAMELA/Fermi CR anomalies strongly disfavored (for annihilating
DM)
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Constraints from the halo: 𝝉𝝉 channel
Annihilation

Decay

PRELIMINARY

J. Siegal-Gaskins

•

blue = only photons produced by muons (no electrons) to set “no-background
limits” (‘FSR only’)

•
•
•

violet = “no-background limits” including FSR+IC from dark matter

PRELIMINARY

black: limits from profile likelihood and CR sources set to zero in the inner 3 kpc
DM interpretation of PAMELA/Fermi CR anomalies strongly disfavored (for annihilating
DM)
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Search for spectral lines
LAT energy response to 100 GeV line

75°
60°
45°
30°

102

Counts / 2.25 ° 2

Region-of-interest for line search

PRELIMINARY

15°
150°

120°

0°

90°

60°

30°

0°

-30°

-60°

-90°

-120°

-150°

10

-15°

-30°
-45°
-60°
-75°

1

PRELIMINARY

line dataset binned in 1.5 ⇥ 1.5 spatial bins, plotted in galactic coordinates using

Aito↵ projection. Photons with energy from 4.8 to 264 GeV are included. The white

FIG.
3. Energy
rom the Galactic plane correspond to the locations of 1FGL
point
sources dispersion
and have for the 100 GeV MC spectral line. The unbinned maxim

•
•
•

search for line emission from dark
matter
annihilation or decay (𝛄𝛄 and Z𝛄 channels)
best
fit for
d here. The area in white along the Galactic plane is excluded
from
thisG(x)
ROI.is shown with its component Gaussian functions. The 68% and 95%

oton Selection

windows are given by the solid and dashed vertical lines, respectively, and are based

exclude Galactic plane and 1FGL2/dof
sources
and p-value for the binned data are included in the figure. The fit of G(x) t
is cut o↵ at |x| > 0.2 (see text).
assume power-law background (spectral
index free to vary) in each energy window

ection, we describe the selection criteria for photons included in our dataset. The

omprised of Pass 6 DATACLEAN [8, 16] photons from
theB.energy
4.8 to Response Functions
202
Linerange
Instrument
nd the ROI |b| > 10 plus a 20 ⇥ 20 square centered at the GC. We exclude
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Constraints from line search
Annihilation cross-section constraints

PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY
Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration], submitted to PRD

•

non-detection places limits on
annihilation cross section or decay
lifetime to 𝛄𝛄 and Z𝛄

•

recent results in the literature claim
detection of lines or hard spectral
features consistent with DM
predictions -- stay tuned!

see also: Vertongen & Weniger, JCAP
1105(2011)027; Bringmann et al., arXiv:
1203.1312

Decay lifetime constraints

PRELIMINARY

APS “April”95%
Meeting, Atlanta,
April 2, 2012
FIG. 15. Top row: Dark matter annihilation
CL cross
section upper limits into

J. Siegal-Gaskins

(left) and
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Unassociated source analysis
•

dark matter satellites are expected to
have

•
•
•

VL2 subhalos

hard γ-ray spectra
finite angular extent
lack of counterparts at other
wavelengths

low-mass subhalos
(extrapolated)
larger DM flux than Draco

no viable DM satellite candidates
found in unassociated LAT sources
using 1 year of data

•

used N-body simulations to determine
probability of not detecting viable
sources to place constraints on
annihilation cross-section:
⟨σv⟩ ≲ 2 × 10−24 cm3 s−1

Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration], ApJ 747 (2012)121
Fig. 1.— Distribution of satellite mass and distance for the original VL-II satellites (in black) and
the extrapolation to low-mass satellites (in red). Lower J-factors reside in the upper left while
0.81
higher J-factors lie to the lower right. Contours of constant J-factor (J ∝ MD2 ) run from the
upper right to the lower left. One such contour is shown for the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy
assuming a mass of 108 M! at a distance of 80 kpc. Satellites lying in the hatched region above this
line have lower J-factors than that of Draco.

Elliott Bloom’s talk
(Sunday)!

(100 GeV WIMP, bb̄ channel)
J. Siegal-Gaskins

see also: Buckley & Hooper, PRD 82 (2010)
063501; Belikov et al., arXiv:1111.2613;
Zechlin et al., arXiv:1111.3514
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Search for Dwarf
gamma
rays from
dwarf galaxies
Spheroidal
Galaxies
CVn II

Boo

Com

CVn

UMa
UMaII

Leo II

sfrawd tniaf-artlu •
sfrawd lacissalc •

Leo V

Leo IV
Boo II

UMi

Willman1
Draco

Segue 3

Leo I
Sextans

Segue 1

Her

CMa

Sgr
Car

Segue 2

Pisces II

LMC
SMC
Scl
For
H. JERJEN

• Roughly two dozen dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies of the Milky Way
there are roughly two dozen known dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) of the Milky Way
• Some of the most dark matter dominated objects in the Universe
some of the most dark-matter--dominated objects in the Universe
• No no
astrophysical
production
expected
astrophysical gamma-ray
gamma-ray production
expected

•
•
•

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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DM limits from combined analysis of dSphs

M. Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration],
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•
•
•
•

relic cross-section for annihilation to bb̄ or 𝜏 𝜏
incorporates statistical uncertainties in the solid-anglefor masses below ~ 30 GeV
integrated “J-factor”
241302-5
241302-5
(“astrophysical factor” in the predicted signal, set by the dark
matter distribution)

see also: Geringer-Sameth & Koushiappas, PRL 107, 241303 (2011);
Cholis & Salucci, arXiv:1203.2954
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Alex Drlica-Wagner’s
talk (Sunday)!
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Model-independent dwarf analysis

•Using 3 years of SOURCE_P7V6 data and ma
•The bkg is evaluated in an annulus around eac
•The expected -ray flux from the DM was evalu

Source region

•

data set: 3 years of
SOURCE_P7V6 data,
2FGL sources masked

•

the background is
evaluated in an annulus
around each source (the
diffuse model is not
used)

•

the expected gamma-ray
flux from the DM was
evaluated using the
DMFIT package

Background region

F. de Palma
J. Siegal-Gaskins

Masked sources

APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Model-independent limits from dwarfs
STACKING METHOD

•
•
J. Siegal-Gaskins

COMPOSITE LIKELIHOOD

all 10 dSphs are stacked and the
stacked J factor is determined by
averaging weighting by the
individual exposures
standard Bayesian method for UL
evaluation with a flat prior is used

•

weight dSph with different J
values differently

•

each posterior pdf is combined
and the upper limit is evaluated

APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Future prospects for dwarf spheroidals

future DM limits from dSph
projected to improve due to:

•

increased observation
time

•

discovery of new
dwarfs

PRELIMINARY

J. Siegal-Gaskins

APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Limits from stacking clusters
clusters are the largest and most massive structures in
the universe:

•

lensing and x-ray observations indicate large DM
content → large predicted DM signals!

•

radio emission suggests relativistic cosmic-ray
population → potentially large backgrounds!

•

recent claims of detection of gamma-ray signals

Stacked residual map

data analysis:

•

24 months of Fermi-LAT data, p6v11 diffuse class
events

•
•
•
•

binned analysis
10 deg ROI
20 energy bins spanning 200 MeV – 100 GeV
clusters modeled as point sources!

no significant detection in 24 months of data using
combined likelihood analysis
for more details on this analysis, see Zimmer,
Conrad [for Fermi LAT] & Pinzke, arXiv:1110.686
J. Siegal-Gaskins

see also: Huang et al., arXiv:1110.1529; Ando &
Nagai, arXiv:1201.0753; Han et al., arXiv:1201.1003
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Limits from stacking clusters
DM annihilation constraints

combined limits on DM are a factor of ~ 2 stronger than individual limits

J. Siegal-Gaskins

APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Gamma-ray anisotropies from dark matter
gamma rays from DM annihilation and decay in Galactic and
extragalactic dark matter structures could imprint small
angular scale fluctuations in the diffuse gamma-ray background

Gamma rays from Galactic DM

-14
-9
-12
-7
30
-2 -1
-1
Log10( Intensity / K [10 cm s sr ] )

before accounting for instrument PSF

-7
-12
30
-2 -1
-1
Log10( Intensity / K [10 cm s sr ] )

after convolving with 0.1° beam
JSG, JCAP 10(2008)040

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Anisotropy constraints on dark matter
angular power spectrum analysis of the large-scale isotropic
gamma-ray background (IGRB):

•
•

yielded a significant (>3σ) detection of angular power
in energy bins spanning 1-10 GeV
[sr]

•

2.0•10

lower significance power measured at 10-50 GeV

5

1.5•10

5

1.0•10

5

5.0•10

6

DATA
DATA:CLEANED

2

•

Fluctuation anisotropy energy spectrum

CP / I

•

the measured (dimensionless) fluctuation angular power is
consistent with a constant value in the four energy bins
spanning 1-50 GeV

0
5.0•10

fluctuation angular power measurement constrains fractional
contribution of individual source classes, including DM, to the
IGRB
intensity
TABLE
V: Maximum fractional contribution of various source populations

6

1

10
Energy [GeV]

22
Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration] 2012
(to appear in PRD)

to the IGRB intensity that is compatible with
the best-fit constant value of the measured fluctuation angular power in all energy bins, !CP /!I"2 " = 9.05 × 10−6 sr for the
best-fit
angular power (l ≳data
150)analysis.
measured
in
default data analysisConstraints
or !CP /!I"2 "from
= 6.94
× 10−6constant
sr for thefluctuation
Galactic-foreground–cleaned
Indicative
values for the
2
the data
data
fluctuation angular power C! /!I" of each source
classand
are foreground-cleaned
taken from existing literature
(see text for details) and evaluated at
! = 100.
Source class
Blazars
Star-forming galaxies
Extragalactic dark matter annihilation
Galactic dark matter annihilation
Millisecond pulsars

J. Siegal-Gaskins

−9

Predicted C100 /!I"2
[sr]
2 × 10−4
2 × 10−7
1 × 10−5
5 × 10−5
3 × 10−2
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
−2 −1

Maximum fraction of IGRB intensity
DATA
DATA:CLEANED
21%
19%
100%
100%
95%
83%
43%
37%
1.7%
1.5%
29

Unexpected features in the cosmic-ray e± spectra?

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Unexpected features in the cosmic-ray e± spectra?
NATURE | Vol 458 | 2 April 2009

0.3

Received 28
1.

0.2

2.
3.

0.1

0.02

0.01
10−1

J. Siegal-Gaskins

300 GeV)
of the elec

0.4

Positron fraction, !(e+) / (!(e+) + !(e–))

•

PAMELA positron fraction

rise in local positron fraction
above ~10 GeV disagrees with
conventional model for cosmic
rays (secondary positron
production only)

4.
5.
6.
ref. 1
PAMELA
Aesop (ref. 13)
HEAT00
AMS
CAPRICE94
HEAT94+95
TS93
MASS89
Muller & Tang 19875,6
1

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
Energy (GeV)

10

102

Adriani et al. 2009

Figure 2 | PAMELA positron fraction with other experimental data and
with secondary production model. The positron fraction measured by the
PAMELA experiment compared with other recent experimental data (see
refs 5–7, 11–13, 30, and references within). The solid line shows a
calculation1 for pure secondary production of positrons during the
APS “April” Meeting,
Atlanta, April
2012
propagation
of 2,cosmic
rays in the Galaxy without reacceleration processes.
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Serpico

(,75%) but passes most electrons
and F is determined for each energy
his removes most of the protons (2 in
ctrons12. The selected electrons are

0.15 m sr for E . 60 GeV. Above 100 GeV, a total of 1,724 electron events
were observed, with the highest energy event at 2.3 TeV. The total
background is also shown in the figure as the open triangles and is a
combination of unresolved protons, unidentified c-rays and atmospheric
secondary electrons produced in the material (,4.5 g cm22) above the
instrument. ATIC becomes background limited for electrons only above
several teraelectronvolts.

Unexpected features in the cosmic-ray e± spectra?

herefore indicates a nearby source
beJ. Siegal-Gaskins
the result of an astrophysical

Ee3.0dN/dEe (m−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV2)

They show an excess electron flux
ATIC
electron
+
positron
spectrum
in local
positron
fraction
he spectrum
drops
rapidly,
with
a
• rise
1,000
above
GeV disagrees
e at ,800 GeV.
In ~10
particular,
over with
conventional model for cosmic
we observe 210
rayselectrons,
(secondarywhereas
positron
s, an excess of
about six
standard
production
only)
urce-off method for determining
bumpdeviain total
s of roughly
four standard
• unexpected
section 4). electron + positron spectrum
100
measured by ATIC
from the Polar Patrol Balloon
ctor. Although of lower statistical
ETS calorimeter16 also indicate a
he ATIC results (see Fig. 3), giving
n that this feature is real.
arameters in the GALPROP code
10
at 500 to 700 GeV. This required a
10
100
1,000
ld not reproduce the drop in flux
Chang et al. 2008
Energy (GeV)
ducing electrons above 1 TeV by a
Figure 3 | ATIC results showing agreement with previous data at lower
roducing the well-measured data

energy and with the imaging calorimeter PPB-BETS at higher energy. The
electron differential energy spectrum measured by ATIC (scaled by E3) at the
top of the atmosphere (red filled circles) is compared with previous
31
observations
theApril
Alpha
APS “April” from
Meeting, Atlanta,
2, 2012 Magnetic Spectrometer AMS (green stars) ,30

Unexpected features in the cosmic-ray e± spectra?
•

rise in local positron fraction
above ~10 GeV disagrees with
conventional model for cosmic
rays (secondary positron
production only)

•

unexpected bump in total
electron + positron spectrum
measured by ATIC

•

less prominent feature seen in
Fermi cosmic ray electron/
positron spectrum

Fermi electron
M. ACKERMANN
et al.

+ positron spectrum

Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration] 2010

J. Siegal-Gaskins

FIG. 21 (color). Cosmic-ray electron spectrum as measured by
Fermi LAT for 1 yr of observations—shown by filled circles,
along with other recent high-energy results. The LE spectrum is
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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Unexpected features in the cosmic-ray e± spectra?

•

rise in local positron fraction
above ~10 GeV disagrees with
conventional model for cosmic
rays (secondary positron
production only)
unexpected bump in total
electron + positron spectrum
measured by ATIC

•

less prominent feature seen in
Fermi cosmic ray electron/
positron spectrum

•

Fermi positron fraction agrees
with PAMELA result, extends to
higher energies

Fermi 2011
PAMELA 2009

Positron Fraction

•

Fermi positron fraction
AMS 2007
HEAT 2004
10−1

1

102
10
Energy (GeV)
Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration] 2011

FIG. 5: Positron fraction measured by the Fermi LAT and by
other experiments [10, 14, 35]. The Fermi statistical uncerStefan Funk’s talktainty is shown with error bars and the total (statistical plus
(Sunday)! systematic uncertainty) is shown as a shaded band.
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Hints of a dark matter signal?
The Case for a 700+ GeV WIMP: Cosmic Ray Spectra from
ATIC and PAMELA
Ilias Cholis,1 Gregory Dobler,2 Douglas P. Finkbeiner,2 Lisa Goodenough,1 and Neal Weiner1

arXiv:0811.3641v1 [astro-ph] 24 Nov 2008

1

Center for Cosmology and Particle Physics,

Department of Physics, New York University, New York, NY 10003
2

Recent cosmic-ray electron60 Garden
and positron
(CRE) results sparked interest
St., Cambridge, MA 02138
in DM explanations (e.g., Arkani-Hamed
et2008)al. 2009; Lattanzi & Silk 2009;
(Dated: November 24,
Cirelli et al. 2009; Cholis et al. 2008;
Grasso et al. 2009;...)
Abstract
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics,

Multiple lines of evidence indicate an anomalous injection of high-energy e+ e− in the Galactic

halo.CRE
The Advanced
Ionization
Calorimeter
(ATIC) has detected
an excess bump in the elecTo explain the
dataThinwith
DM
generally
requires:

•
•

tron cosmic ray spectrum from 300-800 GeV, falling back to the expected E −3.2 power law at 1 TeV

leptophilic
models
and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA), shows a sharp rise up to 80 GeV. Excess microwaves toand above. The recent e+ fraction spectrum from the Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration

wards the Galactic center in the WMAP data are consistent with hard synchrotron radiation from

large annihilation
cross-sections;
this Wecan
“secluded”
or
a population of 10-100
GeV e e (the WMAP “haze”).
arguearise
that darkin
matter
annihilations
can provide astate”
consistent explanation
of allin
of these
data, focusing
dominantly leptonic
modes, SM via a
“intermediate
models,
which
DMoninteracts
with
either directly or through a new light boson. Normalizing the signal to the highest energy evidence
new particle
(typically a light scalar)
+ −

(ATIC), we find that similar cross sections provide good fits to PAMELA and the Haze, and that

Stefano Profumo’s
talk (this session)!

both the required cross section and annihilation modes are achievable in models with Sommerfeldenhanced annihilation. These models naturally predict significant production of gamma rays in
the Galactic center via a variety of mechanisms. Most notably, there is robust inverse-Compton

scattered (ICS) gamma-ray signal arising from the energetic electrons and positrons, detectable at
J. Siegal-Gaskins

Fermi/GLAST energies, which should provide smoking gun evidence for this production.
APS “April” Meeting, Atlanta, April 2, 2012
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ordinary pair-annihilation cross-sections, and (b) when
ree parameters (i.e. Q0 , Ecut , and Γ).
assuming large annihilation cross-sections, the predicted
positron excess detected by PAMELA can be
associated gamma-ray flux from dark matter annihilation
d not only to astrophysical sources such as pulsars,
would in most cases exceed the point-source sensitivity
o to the annihilation or decay of Galactic dark
of the LAT. In other words and for the second point, if
(see e.g. [27]). Interestingly, as pointed out in the
a clump is responsible for most of the locally measured
nalyses (see for example [33, 34]), any anisotropy
positrons, it would have very likely already been observed
arrival directions of CREs detected by the LAT is
it shining in gamma rays.
rful tool to discriminate between a dark matter
CRE dipole anisotropy limits and
and an astrophysical one. In particular, since
predictions for some DM scenarios
c dark matter is denser towards the direction of
lactic center, the generic expectation in the dark
high-energy positrons should
10−1
annihilation or decay scenario is a dipole with
originate
“local”and
sources
ss towards the
center offrom
the Galaxy
a deficit
(within
~ 1 kpc)
s the anti-center.
Luckily,
as pointed out in [33],
e Monogem and the Geminga pulsars, likely some
most significant
CRE pulsar
sources,sources
even after
distribution
of nearby
10−2
covery of several
couldradio-quiet
produce agamma-ray
detectablepulsars
LAT [35], are both roughly placed opposite to
in the
arrival
ection of the asymmetry
Galactic Center,
making
a search for
direction
of CREs
opy an effective
distinguishing
diagnostic.
−3
10
expected level of dipole anisotropy produced
Fermi LATinlimits
on CRE
canhalo,
k matter annihilating
the Milky
Way
1
10
102
103
104
Minimum Energy (GeV)
ted by tuningconstrain
the annihilation
rateexplaining
to match the
scenarios
n fraction measured
by the PAMELA satellite, is
CRE measurements
Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration] 2010 (Phys.Rev.D 82, 092003)
able or more likely smaller than the degree of
FIG. 10: Dipole anisotropy δ versus the minimum energy
opy expected by astrophysical Galactic sources
for some DM scenarios. Solid line: DM distributed in the
deled in GALPROP (see the solid line in the
Milky Way Halo; dashed and dotted lines: two dark matter
Stefano
Profumo’s
panel of Fig. 9). We verified this with an
benchmark models taken from [41]; dot-dashed line: DM from
calculation with GALPROP, slightly modified
population of Galactic substructures [42] (see text). The
talk to(thisthesession)!
the injection of CREs from DM annihilation while
95 % CL upper limits on the dipole anisotropy from the data
are also shown with circles.
he same propagation setup employed to derive the
opy from nearby pulsars. The GALPROP results
Cholis et al 2008

Constraints from CRE dipole anisotropy

•

Dipole Anisotropy

•

•

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Solar CREs from DM annihilation

e

•

e

Φ

Φ

e

•
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2010=82(11)=115012(6)
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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e
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Fermi LAT search for CREs from the Sun
•

~106 CRE events (E > 60 GeV),
from 1st year of operation

•

analysis performed in ecliptic
coordinates, in reference frame
centered on the Sun

•

search for a flux excess correlated
with Sun’s direction yielded no
significant detection, flux upper
limits placed

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Limits on elastic scattering cross-section
assuming annihilation to CREs via an intermediate state

spin-independent
scattering

spin-dependent
scattering
42

43

10
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L = 5 AU
L = 1 AU
L = 0.1 AU
[cm2]

10

10

45

10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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10
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L = 5 AU
L = 1 AU
L = 0.1 AU

SI

SD

[cm2]

10

100

1000

100

m [GeV]

1000
m [GeV]

Ajello et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration], PRD 84, 032007 (2011)

solar CRE flux limits correspond to constraints on the rate of decay to CREs
outside the Sun that are ~ 2-4 orders of magnitude stronger than constraints
on the associated FSR derived from solar gamma-ray data
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Limits on inelastic scattering cross-section
!1

DAMA/LIBRA allowed regions and
CDMS exclusion curves

10

DAMA/LIBRA allowed @ 90% C.L.
DAMA/LIBRA allowed @ 95% C.L.
DAMA/LIBRA allowed @ 99% C.L.
DAMA/LIBRA allowed @ 99.9% C.L.
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CDMS (this analysis)

DAMA/LIBRA allowed @ 90% C.L.
DAMA/LIBRA allowed @ 95% C.L.
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CDMS (this analysis)
CDMS expected sensitivity (this analysis)
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CDMS Collaboration 2011

online). 90% C.L. upper limits on the scalar WIMP-nucleon cross section for WIMP-mass splittings of 0 keV
eV (right) from this analysis (red/dashed) and from our previous analysis (black/solid) [7]. The red/dotted
t plot indicates the expected sensitivity for this analysis based on our estimate of the total background. The
represent DAMA/LIBRA allowed regions at four different C.L.s (90, 95, 99, 99.9%) calculated following a
fit technique [25]. The cross (×) marks the parameter-space point which yields the minimum χ2 in the shown
rsus WIMP-mass plane given the WIMP-mass splitting.

his mass splitting by the current and preJ. Siegal-Gaskins
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Limits on inelastic scattering cross-section
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DAMA/LIBRA allowed regions and
CDMS exclusion curves
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online). 90% C.L. upper limits on the scalar WIMP-nucleon cross section for WIMP-mass splittings of 0 keV
eV (right) from this analysis (red/dashed) and from our previous analysis (black/solid) [7]. The red/dotted
t plot indicates the expected sensitivity for this analysis based on our estimate of the total background. The
represent DAMA/LIBRA allowed regions at four different C.L.s (90, 95, 99, 99.9%) calculated following a
fit technique [25]. The cross (×) marks the parameter-space point which yields the minimum χ2 in the shown
rsus WIMP-mass plane given the WIMP-mass splitting.
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Limits on inelastic scattering cross-section
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the scalar WIMP-nucleon cross section for WIMP-mass splittings of 0 keV
dashed) and from our previous analysis (black/solid) [7]. The red/dotted
ivity for this analysis based on our estimate of the total background. The
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FIG. 9. (color online). The blue/shaded regions represent
WIMP masses and WIMP-mass splittings for which cross sections exist that are compatible with the modulation spectrum
observed by DAMA/LIBRA at 90% C.L. The hatched regions show constraints on these parameters from the analysis
presented in this paper (red/dashed) and from our previous
analysis (black/solid) [7]. The black/dashed line represents
the maximum reach of the CDMS II experiment.
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solar CRE constraints exclude by ~ 1-2 orders of magnitude all of the parameter
space compatible with an inelastic DM explanation of DAMA/LIBRA and CDMS for
DM masses greater than ~ 70 GeV, assuming DM annihilates to CREs
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= 120 keV (green, dashed) and a
corresponding to the
lower 90% confidence limit of the DAMA/LIBRA signal. The
XENON100 observed spectrum is shown in red. Vertical dotted lines show the analysis energy interval.

Complementarity with direct searches

Signal and exclusion regions for direct detection
experiments at 90% CL (for δ = 120 keV)

Parameter space above curves excluded at 95%
CL for CRE final state by Fermi LAT CRE analysis
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FIG. 2: DAMA/LIBRA 90% confidence level signal region for
= 120 keV (gray region). Superimposed are the 90% confidence level exclusion curves for XENON100 (black, solid),
CDMS [14] (red, dashed) and ZEPLIN-III [15] (blue, dashdotted). The whole DAMA/LIBRA WIMP region is excluded
by XENON100.
tests for a unique astrophysical signal arising from specific dark

Fermi solar CRE constraints are competitive with
and complementary to direct detection results

•
•

matter models
different sources of uncertainties make solar CRE limits a valuable
DAMA/LIBRA data cross-check
for all points in the -M space
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Summary

J. Siegal-Gaskins

•

new constraints on dark matter models have been obtained from null
searches for indirect dark matter signals in Fermi LAT data using a variety
of targets

•

searches for dark matter signatures in gamma rays from the Milky Way
halo and dwarf galaxies exclude canonical thermal relic dark matter
annihilation cross-sections for masses less than a few tens of GeV

•

Fermi LAT CRE data provide a valuable probe of dark matter models that
could explain the measured rise in the local cosmic-ray positron fraction

•

non-observation of CREs from the Sun places strong limits on inelastic
and secluded dark matter models; inelastic dark matter constraints are
complementary to those from direct searches

•

current searches are already testing canonical WIMP dark matter models;
there is great potential for discovery in future dark matter searches with
the Fermi LAT!
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